STANDALONE DVRs

16 CHANNEL MPEG 4 STANDALONE DVR

MODEL CODE    TYPE

DVR16CH750IP    16 channel, 750G HDD

FEATURES

- Pentaplex function (Live / Recording / Playback / Networking / Backup at the same time)
- Independent MPEG4 compression technology
- CMS integration support for 64 channels (Alarm / Event, Setup, Group mapping, e-Map management)
- High performance and High Image Quality for 4 channels (Independent D1 resolution)
- Multi-function interface
- HDD included

MAIN FUNCTIONS

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

- Powerful Recording & Performance: 200FPS CIF
- Max. 3 SATA HDDs
- DVR RW included
- User Friendly Control by Quick button, Mouse and IR Remote
- Individual camera control, resolution (720x480, 720x240, 360x240)
- Frame rate, PTZ camera support
- Live image edition, Digital 2x Zoom, 1 Spot Monitor support, Mouse support

SMART RECORDING AND SEARCH SYSTEM

- Optimal Recording mode with Event, Enforcement, Schedule recording
- Support 16 channel playback / Simultaneous / Event (Motion, Sensor) search
- External backup device: CD / DVD-RW, Memory stick, Network backup, USB HDD, External HDD
- Easy backup by AV backup, MINI viewer backup

POWERFUL NETWORKING

- 10/100 Base-T Networking
- Full support for Remote function via DHCP, DDNS, Static/Dynamic IP Networking
- Networking, NTP, Email notification, Call back support
- Various network S/W support for REMOTE, CMS, AGENT, PDA
- Simultaneous monitoring on 64 channels, e-Map support and alarm event function by CMS

MULTIPLE FUNCTIONS

- Self-diagnosis and notification of system status with S.M.A.R.T Interface
- Multi-language available
- Security enforced management by 9 levels

The DVR16CH750IP features an Embedded Linux type OS and offers powerful performance features with extreme reliability. It offers 16 channels of High Resolution, Real-Time Video Recording Capability with a huge storage capacity. Included are Multiple Monitor Outputs and fast DVD backup. Network monitoring software allows User Remote Access and complete control of the DVR over the network. It is the perfect choice for medium to large businesses.

16 CHANNEL REALTIME STANDALONE DVR

MODEL CODE    TYPE

DVR16CH1TRT    16 channel, 1TB HDD

The DVR16CH1TRT features an Embedded Linux type OS and offers powerful performance features with extreme reliability. It offers 16 channels of High Resolution, Real-Time Video Recording Capability with a huge storage capacity. Included are Multiple Monitor Outputs and fast DVD backup. Network monitoring software allows User Remote Access and complete control of the DVR over the network. It is the perfect choice for medium to large businesses.

FEATURES

- Pentaplex function (Live / Recording / Playback / Networking / Backup at the same time)
- Independent MPEG4 compression technology
- CMS integration support for 64 channels (Alarm / Event, Setup, Group mapping, e-Map management)
- High Performance and High Image Quality for 4 channels (Independent D1 resolution)
- Multi-function interface
- 1TB HDD included

MAIN FUNCTIONS

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

- Powerful Recording & Performance: 400FPS CIF / 400FPS Record
- Max. 4 SATA HDDs, DVD RW included
- User Friendly Control by LCD Display, Jog-shuttle, Quick button, Mouse and Remote Controller
- Individual camera control, resolution (720x480, 720x240, 360x240)
- Frame rate control available, PTZ camera support
- Live image edition, Digital 2x Zoom, 2 Spot Monitor support, Mouse support

SMART RECORDING AND SEARCH SYSTEM

- Optimal Recording mode with Event, Enforcement, Schedule recording
- Support 16 channel playback / Simultaneous / Event (Motion, Sensor) search
- External backup device: CD / DVD-RW, Memory stick, Network backup, USB HDD, External HDD
- Easy backup by AVI backup, MINI viewer backup

POWERFUL NETWORKING

- 10/100 Base-T Networking
- Full support for Remote function via DHCP, DDNS, Static/Dynamic IP Networking
- Networking, NTP, Email notification, Call back support
- Various network S/W support for REMOTE, CMS, AGENT, PDA
- Simultaneous monitoring on 64 channels, e-Map support & alarm event function by CMS

MULTIPLE FUNCTIONS

- Self-diagnosis and notification of system status with S.M.A.R.T Interface
- Multi-language available
- Security enforced management by 9 levels